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1 Foreword and objectives

This paper presents a review of microarray data analysis. It is reasonable to ask
what is the use of yet another review when many good ones can be easily found.
We intend to give to this work a slightly di�erent orientation. We do not pretend
to be neither so brief that we simply mention each topic, nor so exhaustive as
to describe each method completely. Our goal is to give an overview which is
deep enough as to understand the basic ideas and to demonstrate the use of the
basic tools, that can be brie�y summarized as:

� First, it is oriented towards an audience formed mainly by statisticians,
that is, we can assume that the potential readers have a good knowledge
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of standard statistical methods and a lesser knowledge of related topics
such as molecular biology or bioinformatics.

� One problem for many statisticians considering to start working on mi-
croarray data analysis is how to implement all the methods and concepts
in practice. Thus,a second goal of this paper is to simplify this approach
by providing some completely worked through examples with the corre-
sponding R code which can be used as templates for potential studies.
So we expect that, after reading the paper, one should be able to start
analyzing microarray data by oneself.

� To reach our goals many emerging technologies and the methods for their
analysis cannot be seen in detail. Nevertheless they will be mentioned in
the last sections, simply to get acquaintance about their existence.

This review is organized as follows: Section 2 presents basic concepts in
molecular biology and the technology of microarrays. Section 4 describes pre-
liminary aspects such as experimental design jointly with topics, such as nor-
malization, which are speci�c for this �eld. Section 5 is the core of the paper
describing some of the available statistical methods to perform the di�erent
types of analyses. Section 3 contains worked, reproducible examples, which
can be used as �templates� for new analyses. Section 6 deals with less statis-
tical yet important aspects such as the data management or software available.
Functional genomics is a very quickly evolving �eld, and since the advent of
microarrays, less than a dozen years ago, many new technologies �and the cor-
responding statistical issues there have appeared. These are brie�y considered
in section 7.

2 Introduction

In recent years a new type of experiments are changing the way that biologists
and other specialists analyze many problems. These are called �high throughput
experiments� and the main di�erence with those that were performed some years
ago is mainly in the quantity of the data obtained from them. Thanks to the
technology known generically as microarrays, it is possible to study nowadays in
a single experiment the behavior of all the genes of an organism under di�erent
conditions.

The data generated by these experiments may consist from thousands to
millions of variables and they pose many challenges to the scientists who have
to analyze them. Many of these are of statistical nature and will be the center
of this review.

There are many types of microarrays which have been developed to answer
di�erent biological questions and some of them will be explained later. For the
sake of simplicity we start with the most well known ones: expression microar-
rays. This section is organized as follows: �rst we present some examples of
biological problems whose research requires performing experiments with mi-
croarrays. Next we set up some biological background about gene expression
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and related topics. The section ends with a comprehensive presentation of the
two most popular types of expression microarrays.

2.1 High troughput experiments

Microarrays are useful in a wide variety of studies with a wide variety of objec-
tives. Many of these objectives fall into the following categories [59].

1. A typical microarray experiment is one who looks for genes di�erentially
expressed between two or more conditions. That is, genes which behave
di�erently in one condition (for instance healthy [or untreated or wild-
type] cells) than in another (for instance tumor [or treated or mutant]
cells). These are known as class comparison experiments.

2. When the emphasis is on developing a statistical model that can predict to
which class a new individual belongs we have a class prediction problem.
Examples of this are predicting the response to a treatment (e.g. classes
are �responder� and �non-responder�) or the evolution of a disease (e.g.
recidivated or cured).

3. Sometimes the objective is the identi�cation of novel sub-types of indi-
viduals within a population. For example it has been shown that certain
types of leukemia present some subclasses that are very hard to distin-
guish morphologically but which can be classi�ed using gene expression.
This is an example of class discovery.

4. Pathway Analysis studies are those that try to �nd genes whose co�
regulation re�ects their participation in common or related biochemical
processes.

The statistician will easily associate to this list of problems an statistical method
such as testing in class comparison, discrimination in class prediction or clus-
tering in class discovery. While it is the case that many classical statistical
methods have been found to be adequate in many cases it is also true that
other situations have required the adequation or even the development of new
methods and tools to �t well the nature of these data.

2.2 Biological background

Gene expression has to do with the behavior of the cells and thus an under-
standing of basic biological concepts is highly recommended if not essential. A
quick introduction to the minimum necessary concepts can be found in [4]. In
this section we present brie�y those concepts that will be used later.

2.2.1 DNA, proteins and the central dogma

Many important functions performed in cells involve proteins. A protein can be
represented as a linear sequence of simpler molecules called amino acids. By the
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way it is the simplicity of this representation that has favored the analysis of
protein sequences by computer scientists and mathematicians setting the basis
of traditional bioinformatics.

Proteins do not self-assemble. The information needed to specify their se-
quence, structure and function is contained in DNA, which in higher organisms
(eukaryotes), is located in the cell nucleus, packaged in the chromosomes.

Figure 1: Primary protein structure is de�ned by the sequence of amino acids.

DNA is organized as a chain of small molecules, called nucleotides. There
are four di�erent nucleotides Adenosine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine (C) and
Thymidine (T), which are usually referred to as �bases�. DNA may be single or
double stranded (the well-known �double helix�). DNA forms a double strand by
establishing chemical bonds between pairs of complementary bases on the two
strands. Adenine binds (only) with Thymine and Guanine binds (only) with
Cytosine. This complementarity is a central feature of DNA and it is behind
such important processes as replication and gene expression.

Another important molecule is RNA which, like DNA, is constructed from
nucleotides, but instead of the Thymine (T), it has a similar molecule, Uracil
(U), which is not found in DNA. Because of this di�erence RNA does not form
a double helix, instead they are usually single stranded, but may have complex
spatial structure due to complementary links between the parts of the same
strand. RNA has di�erent functions in the cell. Mainly, we are interested in its
role as an intermediate between DNA and proteins.

It is common to use the term polynucleotide to describe a chain of either
DNA or RNA. Some polynucleotide chains are unstable, and, instead of working
with them it is common to use their complementary sequence which has to be
speci�cally synthesized. In this case, one talks of cDNA or cRNA.

2.2.2 Genes and protein synthesis

A gene can be de�ned [4] as a continuous stretch of a genomic DNA molecule,
from which a complex molecular machinery can read information (encoded as
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Figure 2: Illustration of the double helical structure of the DNA molecule.

a string of A, T, G, and C) and make a particular type of a protein or a few
di�erent proteins.

The correspondence between the DNA and the amino acid sequence of a
protein is stated by the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology (see �gure 3).

By virtue of the central dogma, genes are �decoded� to perform di�erent
functions, the best known of which is to synthesize proteins. This is done
in a process that follows three stages: (1) transcription, (2) splicing, and (3)
translation (see �gure 4)

1. In the transcription phase one strand of DNA molecule is copied into
a complementary pre-mRNA (or nuclear RNA). During this process the
two-stranded DNA double helix is unwound and information is read only
from one strand (sometimes called the W-strand).

2. Splicing (see �gure 5) removes some stretches of the pre mRNA, called
introns. The remaining sections, called exons, are then joined together.
Exons are the part of the gene that code for proteins and they are inter-
spersed with non coding introns which must be removed by splicing. The
number and size of introns and exons di�ers considerably among genes
and also between species. The result of splicing is mRNA.

Many eukaryote genes are known to have di�erent alternative splice vari-
ants, i.e. the same pre-mRNA producing di�erent mRNAs, known as
alternative splicing (see �gure 6).
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Figure 3: The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology.

Figure 4: The synthesis of proteins re�ects the central dogma.
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Figure 5: The Splicing Process.

Figure 6: Alternative splicing can produce di�erent forms of the same gene.
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3. Translation is the process of making proteins by joining together amino
acids in the order encoded in the mRNA. An amino acid is determined
by 3 adjacent nucleotides (triplets) in the DNA. This is known as the
triplet or genetic code. Each triplet is called a codon and codes for one
amino acid. As there are 64 codons and only 20 amino acids the code is
redundant, for example histidine is encoded by CAT and CAC.

Figure 7: The Genetic Code.

The end of translation is the �nal part of gene expression and the �nal
product is a protein, whose sequence corresponds to the sequence encoded by
the mRNA. Proteins can be post-translationally modi�ed e.g., by addition of
sugars or cleavage (chopping), and this a�ects their location and function.

Biologists used to believe in the paradigm - 'one gene - one protein'. Now
this is known not to be true: due to alternative splicing and post-translational
modi�cations one gene can produce a variety of proteins. There are also genes
that do not encode proteins but encode RNA (for instance tRNA and ribosomal
RNA).

After following this introduction one should be able to understand one of
the assumptions underlying microarray data analysis: Given that genes are
expressed by transcribing and translating their information into m-RNA �which
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will be later used to synthetize proteins� if we are able to �nd out which and
how much mRNA is around we should be able to �nd out which genes and with
which intensity they are being expressed.

Actually, it is not so simple because complications may arise, but it will be
helpful as a guide to understand the basic rationale of microarray analysis.

2.2.3 Nucleic acids hybridization

Hybridization is the process by which two complementary, single-stranded nu-
cleic acids combine into a single molecule. Nucleotides bind to their comple-
ment (A with T and C with G) under normal conditions, so two perfectly
complementary strands will bind to each other readily. This is called annealing.
However, due to the di�erent molecular geometries of the nucleotides, a single
inconsistency between the two strands will make binding between them more
energetically unfavorable.

Hybridization has been used to identify genes in cellular DNA for more than
30 years now ([5]). Microarrays, discussed in next section are based on the same
principle, but di�er in the quantity. Whilst traditional hybridization techniques,
such as �Southern blot� can detect one gene at a time, microarrays are intended
to do the same with thousands of genes in a single experiment.

2.3 Microarrays

2.3.1 The technology

DNA microarrays, also known as DNA chips, are tools that allow the identi�-
cation and quanti�cation of the mRNA transcripts present in the cells.

As we have suggested above the number of molecules of mRNA, coming from
the transcription of a given gene, can be considered as an approximation to the
level of expression of that gene. There is a great variability related with that
assertion: some genes act on other genes without transcription; in other cases a
high activity is the consequence of small mRNA concentration. In spite of this
variability the broad idea can be considered valid and here we consider it so.

A microarray consists of a solid surface on which strands of polynucleotide
�called probes� have been attached or synthesized in �xed positions. Two types
of expression microarrays are the most popular between users. One of the main
di�erences among them relies on how the way these probes are put on the slide.

� Spotted or cDNA microarrays take their name because probes are synthe-
sized apart and printed mechanically on the slide. The term �cDNA� is
used because the probe is a complimentary copy of the original sequence
and each probe represents one gene.

� In oligonucleotide chips, where main representatives are Genechip or A�ymetrix
(c), the name of the commercial brand that manufactures them, the probes
are directly synthesized on the surface. The term �oligonucleotide� refers
to the fact that the synthesis process allows to create only small fragments
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so that a gene is not represented by one probe but by as a set of them (a
�probe set�).

To start a microarray experiment [46] RNA is extracted from the subject
cells. After this, some of its molecules are substituted by others containing a
�uorescent dye. The resulting labelled transcripts are called targets.

Once the samples are prepared they are deposited over the array and left
inside a hybridization chamber for some hours. The labelled targets bind by hy-
bridization to the probes on the array with which they share su�cient sequence
complementarity. After this time the array is washed which eliminates those
targets which have not hybridized.

The way in which the previous step is performed is the second important
di�erence between the two types of chips.

� In spotted microarrays cDNAs from two tissues of interest, labelled with
�uorescent dyes of di�erent color (usually red and green), are hybridized
to a single chip (see �gure 8). The two targets are said to compete to
hybridize with the probes. For obvious reasons spotted chips are also
called �two-color arrays�.

� The A�ymetrix system hybridizes only one sample per chip (see �gure 9).
This requires more slides per experiment and does not enjoy the advan-
tage of using competitive hybridization, however it simpli�es experimental
design and is based on a much more sensitive technology.

At this point each probe on the microarray may be bound to a certain
quantity of labelled target that, following our basic assumptions, should be
proportional to the level of expression of the gene represented by that probe. To
determine the amount of sample hybridized the microarray is illuminated by a
laser light that causes the labelled molecules to emit �uorescence (proportionally
to their quantity). This �uorescence is captured by a scanner yielding an image
that consists in a grid of shined spots, corresponding each one to a probe.
Finally, this image will be transformed into numbers and will be the basis of
the analysis.

2.3.2 Expression measures

DNA microarrays quantify gene expression by means of �uorescence intensity
which is captured by the scanners into an image. The images are turned into
numbers by a process which will not be discussed here, but which can be con-
sidered to be relatively reliable and stable.

Each technology generates di�erent types of images and thus generates dif-
ferent quantities which have to be adequately operated to provide some kind of
estimate of a unique variable: the gene expression.

When the image obtained from a cDNA microarray is analyzed (�quanti-
tized�) several quantities are produced for each spot (see �gure 10). Although
this depends on the software used, basically they consist on (i) signal measures,
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Figure 8: Two color cDNA chips

Figure 9: One color a�ymetrix chips
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Red (R)or Green (G), for each channel , (ii) background measures,Rb , Gb, in-
tended to measure �uorescence not due to hybridization, and (iii) some quality
measures for that spot. These quantities can be used to provide a naive measure
of such as the expression ratio:

M =
R

G
, (1)

or the background-corrected expression ratio:

M =
R−Rb

G−Gb
. (2)

It is very common to use the base 2 logarithm of this quantity as the �nal
outcome of relative expression. This is mainly due to two reasons: On one side
the expression data are better approximated by a log-normal distribution, and
on the other side taking logarithms symmetrizes the di�erences, making the
interpretation easier.

Figure 10: Image quantitation for two color cDNA chips

Figure 11 shows the values of red and green channels for the �rst 10 genes
in the �rst two arrays of the Callow dataset, described below, jointly with the
corresponding log�ratios.

Genechip (A�ymetrix) arrays represent each gene as a set of probes corre-
sponding each one to one short (oligonucleotide) chain. Indeed each probe is
a �probe pair� made of a �perfect match� (PM) probe that corresponds to the
original DNA chain and a �mismatch� (MM) probe whose central nucleotide
has been changed. The idea underlying this approach is that anything that
hybridizes with the mismatch probe should not represent �real expression� but
anything else, that is background. A�ymetrix suggested to combine both mea-
sures in a background corrected expression measure. The formula used has
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Figure 11: Red and Green Channel values jointly with the corresponding log
ratios

evolved but a naive estimate given in the �rst versions is:

Avg.diff =
1
|A|

∑
j∈A

(PMj −MMj), (3)

where A is the set of probe pairs whose intensities do not deviate more than
three times the standard deviation of the mean intensity over all probes.

Figure 12: The Perfect Match and the Mismatch

The most important di�erence between these two ways to measure expression
does not rely on the speci�c formula which has evolved in both cases but in the
fact that, whereas in a�ymetrix chips one has a single expression value for
each condition, in cDNA arrays one works with a relative expression measure
between two conditions. Although A�ymetrix yields more precise estimates,
relative expressions have a much more intuitive interpretation.

3 Examples

One of the handicaps for statisticians who may consider entering this �eld is how
to start applying their knowledge to these problems. We present below some
examples, which will be used along the paper to illustrate di�erent concepts.
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Tn order to make the examples more realistic they use real data sets from real
published studies, that is the data can be obtained online from public databases
and they correspond to published research papers. However, to simplify the
examples only the broad goal of the papers is considered in the examples, that
is, no attempt is made to reproduce the results, but only to do a similar approach
to that taken in the paper.

A brief description of each dataset is the following:

� The dataset (�celltypes�) has been obtained from the public database
caarray maintained by the National Institute of Health, NIH (https://
caarraydb.nci.nih.gov/caarray/performExperimentSearchAction.do).
It corresponds to a paper from [15] which studies the molecular basis of
processes regulated by a molecule (cytokine) in aged mouse.

� The second dataset, (�arabidopsis�) has been obtained from another pub-
lic database the (�Gene Expression Omnibus,http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo) where it is stored with the identi�cation number GSE1110. It
corresponds to an experiment performed to investigate changes in gene
expresion in Arabidopsis thaliana as response to IndoleAcetic Acid (IAA).
The use of this dataset as well as many details of this example have
been inspired in the excellent Bioconductor manual by Thomas Girke
available at http://faculty.ucr.edu/~tgirke/Documents/R_BioCond/
R_BioCondManual.html.

� A third dataset (�melanoma�)is represented by a group of cutaneous malig-
nant melanomas and unrelated controls which were analyzed by Bittneret
al. [9] who performed an analysis to detect tumor subtypes based on gene
expression pro�les. The data set is also available at GEO, and is one of
the �rst datasets deposited in that database.

� The dataset (�bladdercancer�) also available at GEO with the number
GDS183, corresponds to a study performed by Dyrksjot et al. [26] to iden-
tify clinically relevant subclasses of bladder carcinoma using expression
microarray analysis. This dataset is also available as a BRB array tools
project downloadable from the BRB web site http://linus.nci.nih.

gov/BRB-ArrayTools.html.

� The last dataset, �Callow�, has become a classical example of cDNA data
analysis. It is based on an experiment performed by Callow et al. [13, 24]
to study lipid metabolism and atherosclerosis susceptibility in mice. The
goal of the study was to identify genes with altered expression in the
livers of transgenic mice with SR-BI gene over�expressed (T) compared
to normal control mice (C). The data are available as text �les at http:
//www.stat.berkeley.edu/users/terry/zarray/Html/apodata.html.

A complete analysis of each dataset using Ror other publicly available tools
is available as supplementary material at http://estbioinfo.stat.ub.es/

pubs/MDAreview.
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4 The microarray data analysis process(MDA)

The goal of this section is to present an integrated view of the whole process
of analyzing microarray data (see �gure 13). Many review papers discuss at
this level the statistical techniques available for the analysis. However given
that this paper is aimed at statistically-trained readers we will omit elementary
concepts and we will try to focus on how statistics may/must be used in this
speci�c context.

Figure 13: The Microarray Analysis Process

Microarrays and other genomic data are di�erent in nature from the clas-
sical data around which most statistical techniques have been developed. In
consequence, in many cases it has been necessary to adapt existing techniques
or to develop new ones in order to �t the situations encountered.

We will examine some key components of microarray analysis, experimental
design, quality control, preprocessing and statistical analysis. In the last section
we will consider some topics where open questions still remain and which can be
considered attractive for statisticians who wish to focus some of their research
in this �eld.

One of the handicaps for statisticians who may consider entering this �eld is
how to start applying their knowledge to these problems. We will present some
real examples, which we will use along the paper to illustrate some concepts.
We will also show how to make a complete analysis of these data using R, which
has become a de facto standard in the �eld.
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4.1 Experimental design

4.1.1 Sources of variability

Genomic data are very variable. Figure 14 adapted from Geschwind ([31] illus-
trates some of these sources.

Figure 14: Sources of Variability in Microarray Data

As usual in most experimental situations we can distinguish between sys-
tematic and random variation.

Systematic variation is mostly due to technical procedures whereas random
variation is attributable to both technical and biological reasons. Examples of
systematic variation can be found in RNA extraction, labelling or photodetec-
tion. Random variation can be related to many factors such as DNA quality or
to the biological characteristics of the samples.

The natural way to deal with random variation is, of course, to use an
appropriate experimental design followed by adequate statistical inference tools.
Issues related with experimental design will be discussed in this section and those
related with application of statistical methods will be discussed in section 5.

Traditionally corrections for systematic variation are estimated from the
data in what is generically called �calibration�. In this context we will talk of
�normalization� which will be discussed in section 4.2.

4.1.2 Replication

Usually one distinguishes two types of replication in microarray analysis:
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� technical replication is used when several replicates of the same biological
material are used. This can be either replicate spots on the same chip or
di�erent aliquots of the same sample hybridized to di�erent microarrays.

� biological replication is done when measurements are taken from multiple
cases.

Technical replication provides measurement�level error estimates an biological
replication provides estimates of population�level variability.

4.1.3 Power and sample size

Surprisingly, early microarray experiments used few or no biological replicates.
The main explanation for this fact -apart of statistical illiteracy- was in the high
costs of each microarray. In few years the necessity of replication has become
undisputed, and at the same time the cost of chips has decreased considerably.
It is common now to use at least from three to �ve replicates per experimental
condition but this consensus has appeared more by empirical reasoning than
from the availability of adequate models for power analysis and sample size.

In recent years there has been an important a�uence of papers describing
methods for power and sample size analysis. In spite of their variety, no method
appears as a clear candidate for use in practical situations. This is probably
due to the complexity of microarray data mainly because genes are not inde-
pendent, so that correlation structures exist in the data, but most dependencies
are unknown making these structures very di�cult to estimate.

As indicated by Allison ( [2]) although there is no consensus about which
sample-size determination procedures are best, there is a consensus that power
analyses should be done, that newer methods speci�cally for microarray research
should be used, and, of course, that more replicates generally provide greater
power.

4.1.4 Pooling

In the microarray context, pooling means combining mRNA from di�erent cases
in a unique sample. Two reasons have been argued in favor of this. Sometimes
there is not enough RNA available, and this is the only way to obtain enough
material to do the arrays. Another, more controversial reason, is the belief that
variability among arrays can be reduced by pooling. The rationale is that com-
bining samples is equivalent to �averaging� expressions, and, �as it is known,
averages are less variable than individual values�. In spite of the weakness of
this argument it is true that in certain situations pooling can be appropriate
and many statisticians have devoted their e�orts in recent times to help an-
swering the �to pool or not to pool question� ( [39]). For example if biological
variability is high relative to measurement error, and biological samples are in-
expensive relative to array cost an appropriate pooling strategy can be clearly
cost-e�cient.
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In any case pooling should not be used for any type of studies. If the goal is
comparing mean expressions (�class comparison� below) it can work adequately,
but when what the goal of the experiment is to build predictors that rely on
individual characteristics it should clearly be avoided.

4.1.5 Single vs dual Channel Microarray Design

In two color arrays two experimental conditions are applied to each array. This
allows the estimation of the e�ect of the array, as a block e�ect. In A�ymetrix
or other single channel arrays each condition must be applied to a separate chip,
not making possible to estimate the e�ect of the arrays, which on the by other
hand, is usually considered to be very small relative to treatment e�ects, due
to the industrial process used to produce these chips.

As a consequence of the preceding, experiments using single channel ar-
rays can be considered �standard� experiments, so that traditional concepts and
techniques of experimental design can be readily applied to them.

Dual channel present a more complicated situation. On one hand the �two
colors� are not symmetrical, that is, with the same amount of material an array
hybridized with one or another color, say Cy5 or Cy3, will emit signals with dif-
ferent intensity. The usual way to deal with this problem is dye�swapping which
consists of using two arrays for the same comparison with the dyes changed, that
is, if in the �rst array sample 1 is labelled with Cy3 and sample 2 with Cy5, in
the second array this is reversed (see �gure 15).

On the other hand, the fact that only two conditions can be applied to each
array complicates the design, either because usually there are more than two
conditions, or because it is not recommendable to directly hybridize two samples
in one array, creating arti�cial pairings.

The problem of how to assign samples e�ciently to microarrays, given a
number of conditions to be compared and a �xed number of available arrays
has been studied intensively ( [40])

The most commonly used design within the biological community is the
reference design where each condition of interest is compared with samples taken
from some standard reference common to all the arrays (see 16 (a)).

Reference designs allow to do indirect comparisons between the conditions
of interest. The main criticism raised against this approach is that 50% of the
hybridization resources are used to produce a control or common reference signal
of non�intrinsic interest to the biologists. In contrast, a loop design compares
two conditions via a chain of other conditions, thereby removing the need for a
reference sample (see 16 (b)).

The selection of the best design from a set of possibilities can be done in
several ways. A common approach is to rely on the A-optimality procedure that
selects the design which minimizes some function of the variances of parame-
ter estimates. Using this criteria it can be shown (Kerr et al, 2000) that the
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Figure 15: (a) Simpli�ed representation of a design. Each arrow stands for
a single two-channel array where the origin indicates the Cy3 dye. (b) Dye
swapping.

Figure 16: (a) Reference design. (b) Loop design.
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theoretical relative e�ciency of reference vs loop design is:√
tr (CL(Xt

LXL)−1Ct
L)

tr (CR(Xt
RXR)−1Ct

R)
(4)

where XR and XL are the design matrices for the reference and the loop design,
respectively, and CR and CL are the matrices that transform the two designs to
the same parametrization.

Finding optimal designs, however, is a non-trivial task, particularly for de-
signs with many microarrays and many conditions. Kerr and Churchill ([39])
showed that it is possible to search for A�optimal designs exhaustively only when
the number of slides and conditions is less than 10, which is not particularly
realistic for most microarray designs.

Other authors have tried di�erent approaches. For example Witt et al. ([65])
used simulated annealing to search the design space and �nd local optima which
o�er relatively good solutions.

4.2 Preprocessing

A microarray experiment produces one set of images which are transformed
into numerical values representing absolute (single�channel) or relative (two�
channel) intensities.

As in any statistical analysis, and particularly in image analysis, the quality
of the data must be checked �rst. High throughput data have an additional
di�culty: the huge data matrices obtained make it virtually impossible to detect
most problems by visual inspection, what has led to the development of speci�c
quality control procedures.

4.2.1 Quality control

The goal of the quality control step is to determine if the whole process has
worked well enough so that the data can be considered reliable.

There are no standard methods for microarray QC although there are groups
such as MAGE (see http://scgap.systemsbiology.net/standards/mage_miame.
php) trying to develop standards and one recent important study based on hun-
dreds of arrays (The MicroArray Quality Control or �MAQC�, [8]) was devoted
to review this problem.

Most quality controls are based on images and plots although in the case
of A�ymetrix numerical summaries whose use is very extended have also been
developed .

QC for two channel arrays Quality control for two�color arrays is mainly
based on inspection of images or plots such as:

� Image inspection to detect irregularities, such as scratches, bubbles, or
high background.
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� Signal and signal-to-noise histograms are inspected to detect possible ab-
normalities or excessively high background.

� Most scanner programs can generate spot �ags indicating how good the
spot can be considered. These values can be used later to �lter out some
of these spots.

Figure 17 shows some diagnostic plots for two channel microarrays.

Figure 17: Good quality images (up) should have low background and a high
signal to noise ratio. Bad quality images (down) have high background and low
signal to noise.

QC for one channel arrays In single channel (mostly A�ymetrix) arrays it
is slightly di�erent:

� Histograms or other plots such as degradation plots are useful for a �rst
visual inspection and can help to detect arrays with serious problems.

� A�ymetrix provides numerical summaries (background, presence calls,
scale factor) whose values can be compared to determine array quality.

� State of the art quality control consists of �tting a linear model to the
probe signals along arrays and analyzing the residuals. It can be seen
that arrays experimenting some problems which might not show in other
plots will appear here as clearly deviated from the rest.

Figure 18 shows some diagnostic plots for one channel microarrays.

4.2.2 Background Correction and Normalization

Once the quality of the data has been assessed it is still necessary to make some
preprocessing before the analysis. Essentially, this means to go through two or
three steps depending on the type of array:
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Figure 18: Diagnostic plots for the celltypes example. Degradation plots indi-
cate the quality of RNA hybridization along the probesets

1. A background adjustment must be performed to remove signal due to non-
speci�c hybridization, that is signal emitted by other things than sample
hybridized to probe.

2. A normalization of the data must be done to correct for systematic biases
due to causes such as di�erent dye absorption, spatial heterogeneity in the
chip or others.

3. In A�ymetrix arrays, it is necessary to summarize the di�erent signals
obtained from all the probes representing one gene in a unique value.

Background Correction The goal of the microarray production process is
to obtain an intensity value which can be considered proportional to the level
of expression. This is based on determining how much hybridization has been
produced between the sample and the targets.

It is known that a part of the observed signal is due to non-speci�c bind-
ing, that is, a small quantity of the sample may combine to non-complementary
chains. Besides, some of the signal may be due to non�biological sources. Alto-
gether there is a need to estimate and remove that signal due to speci�c (�real�)
hybridization from that due to any other reasons, generically called background.

In the �rst microarray studies a naive approach was used. It consisted of
estimating the intensity by subtracting a background from a signal measure,
both provided by the scanner. The main problem with this approach is that it
could give negative intensity estimates.

Di�erent methods have been developed as alternatives and several compar-
isons have been published recently (Ritchie et al. [55], Freuendberg et al. [28]).
A general conclusion of these studies is that model�based methods are those
performing best at removing background.

Three commonly used methods are: normexp ([60]) for two channel arrays,
VSN ([36]) for both types of arrays and RMA ([37]) for oligonucleotide chips.
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Interestingly the last two methods combine background correction and normal-
ization, to be discussed below, in the same process.

Normalization Normalization is a key point in the microarray analysis pro-
cess and much e�ort has been devoted to develop and test di�erent methods
([53, 69]). One reason for such abundance is that there are di�erent technical
artifacts that must be corrected for, and not every method can deal with all of
them.

In general, normalization methods are based on the following general princi-
ple: most genes in the array are either not expressed or equally expressed in any
condition. Only a small amount of genes show changes of expression between
conditions.

This gives an idea of how should a plot of the intensities look like. For
instance, if there were no technical artifacts, in a two channel array, a scat-
terplot of Red vs Green intensities should leave most points around a diagonal
line. Any deviation of this situation should be attributable to technical, non�
biological reasons, and consequently it should be removed. This has lead to
a very popular normalization method consisting of estimating the transforma-
tion to be applied as a function of the intensities using the lowess method on a
transformed representation of the scatterplot known as MA�Plot.

Figure 19 (a) displays a scatterplot of Red vs Green channel in array # 1
of the "Callow" example. The fact that the data are not centered around the
diagonal suggests the need for normalization. A very popular representation,
which helps to better visualize this asymmetry are MA plot (19(b)). Geomet-
rically they represents a rotation of the scatterplot, where the meaning of the
new axes is:

� A = 1
2 (log2(R ∗G)): the average log�intensity of the two channels,

� M = log2
R
G : The (logarithm) of the relative expression between both

channels (usually known as �log�ratio�).

Figure 20 shows the e�ect of normalizing the data using the lowess method.
After �tting a lowess to the data a di�erent quantity is subtracted from each
point, depending on its intensity (�A� value). As a consequence the transformed
data is not only centered but also symetrical around zero.

The lowess method normalizes expression values to make intensities consis-
tent within each array. This is called a within slides normalization approach. In
many situations it is also necessary to achieve consistency between arrays and
methods such as scale or quantile normalization can be applied. The idea of the
scale normalization is simply to scale the log-ratios to have the same median-
absolute-deviation (MAD) across arrays. Quantile normalization, which can be
used in both one and two-color arrays, ensures that the intensities have the same
empirical distribution across arrays and across channels.

One channel arrays, present di�erent technical artifacts requiring di�erent
normalization methods. The most used method for this type of chips is RMA
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Figure 19: (a) Scatterplot of R vs G (b) MA plot (intensity vs log-ratio)

Figure 20: (a) MA plot on original (raw) values (b) MA plot on normalized
values
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(�Robust Multichip Average�). It consists of three steps: a background adjust-
ment based on a probe �level model, a quantile normalization and, �nally, a
summarization integrating the values of all probes corresponding to one gene.
RMA is very popular between statistically�oriented researchers because it is
based on elaborated mathematical models which allow to understand the ratio-
nale beneath the method. A conceptually simpler approach is the one proposed
by the manufacturer of the chips: the MAS5 algorithm. Some studies comparing
both (and other) methods ([35, 11, 28]) conclude the superiority of the RMA
method, although, this is not a closed discussion yet.

5 Statistical Analysis

The steps described in the previous section are preparatory for data analy-
sis. The output of this initial process is the gene expression matrix, whose
rows (1000-50000) represent the genes and whose columns represent the sam-
ples (from 2 to several hundreds). It is interesting to note that the structure of
this data matrix is di�erent to the commonly used in statistics: rows represent
variables and columns represent individuals, so that the curse of dimensionality
appears in all its strength.

In the next paragraphs we will brie�y describe the di�erent types of problems
with which an investigator is faced. Obviously, it is in that part of the study
where the statistician will play the most important role, or, equivalently, where
its absence can be most prejudicial.

As in any statistical analysis a main point is to clearly determine the outcome
or the response variable. In this case this must be a measure of expression but
depending on the technology used it may have di�erent forms:

� For two-channel arrays the most common approach is to rely on relative
expression, that is the response variable is a log�ratio of intensities,

Yg = log
Rg

Gg
. (5)

� Another possibility, usually applied in one�channel arrays is to rely on
absolute expression, that is the response variable, Yg is the intensity value
of each single array measured in logarithmic scale.

5.1 Class Comparison

The class comparison problem can be de�ned as the selection of genes whose
expression is signi�cantly di�erent between conditions. These are called �di�er-
entially expressed genes�.

Di�erential expression analysis is one of the �elds where statisticians have
been involved since the introduction of microarray technologies. In consequence
there have been developed many models and methods for the analysis. Some are
based on parametric models whereas other rely on non�parametric approaches
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in order to overcome the di�culties associated with distributional assumptions.
A comparative review of all methods exceeds the purpose of this work and has
already been done elsewhere (see e.g. Pan et al. [51] or Cui et al. [17]). However,
in order to give a �feeling� of what and how it can be done, several common
approaches will be presented in this section.

� Model�based methods use analysis of the variance models ANOVA to
capture the main sources of variability in the experiment. In this case a
single model is used for all the genes simultaneously. An example of such
approach, the MAANOVA method ([67]) is presented below.

� Global tests, in spite of their name, analyze each gene separately, using a
common model which can be parametrical or not. We will brie�y discuss
two methods, which can be considered representative, the SAM method
([63]), a popular non-parametric approach, and the limma method ([60])
a parametric approach using linear models and empirical bayes.

5.1.1 Model�based methods

Wu et al ([67]) proposed an analysis of variance model speci�ed in two stages
for two�color microarrays where the expressions are treated separately (that is,
it relies on absolute expression values). The �rst-stage model is as follows:

Yijgr = µ+Ai +Dj +ADij + rijgr, (6)

where the indices track the (A)rray (i), the (D)ye, (j), the gene (g) and the
(r)eplicated measurement (r). The �rst stage generates the term rijgr which, in
a second stage, is modelled in terms of gene�speci�c e�ects as:

rijgr = G+ TGij +DGj +AGi + εijr, (7)

where G is the average intensity associated with a particular gene, AGi is the
e�ect of the array on that gene, DGj is the e�ect of the dye on that gene and
εijr is the residual. TGij is called the �treatment�by�gene� term and is the
main interest in the analysis which captures variations in the expression levels
of a gene across samples. It must be noted that this approach does not need a
previous normalization to account for dye or array e�ect, because this is already
done by the corresponding dye or array terms.

The gene�speci�c model can be modi�ed for A�ymetrix data by removing
the DG and AG terms because there is no dye factor (�one-color�) and the array
e�ects become part of the residual error term.

In practice what a user will do is to �t model 6 to the data and call di�er-
entially expressed those genes where the interaction term TG is signi�cative.

There may be found di�erent variations of this approach for instance incor-
porating random e�ects or changing the hierarchical structure of the models.
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5.1.2 Global tests

One of the main practical di�erences between model�based and global methods
lies in the way that normalization is done. Model�base methods do it implicitly
when the model is �tted whereas global tests require a previous normalization
step as described in 4.2.2.

If one considers one gene at a time a microarray experiment can be seen
as �simply an experiment� so that a reasonable way to analyze it is to use a
standard linear model approach.

This is however considered ine�cient due mainly to two common problems
in this type of experiments: �rst, sample sizes very small, which complicate
variance estimation; second, the variances themselves may be very variable be-
tween the genes. These facts altogether may yield non�stable variance estimates,
which at their time induce high variability in F�like test statistics. To deal with
this problem a commonly accepted strategy is variance shrinkage which consist
of relying on improved variance estimates, S̃, where this improvement comes
from borrowing information from all the genes in the array. The test statistics
used by the SAM ([63]) or the limma methods ([60])use di�erent versions of
variance shrinkage.

t =
X

σ̂n
≈ X

S̃
, (8)

where

S̃SAM = c0 + σ̂n (9)

S̃limma =

√
d0σ̂2

0 + dσ̂2
n

d+ d0
(10)

where σ̂n is the usual standard error estimate (with d degrees of freedom) for
each gene (subindex omitted). In SAM c0, is estimated from the data using a
permutation method. In limma d0 and s0 are unknown and are estimated from
the data using an empirical bayes approach.

5.1.3 Sample size calculations

There are di�erent models to do power analysis of microarray data but many
of them (see e.g. Simon et al. [59]) are mere generalizations of traditional
procedures or make so many simpli�cations that are hard to believe. Besides
this the number of arrays usually recommended is far from the a�ordable number
for most experiments ([45, 62]). What many users do is to look for a tradeo�
between cost and reproducibility and, in practice they tend to use a �xed number
of arrays such as 3 or 5 without many additional considerations.

5.2 Multiple testing

The analysis of microarrays on a gene�by�gene basis involves multiple testing.
Testing thousands of genes is likely to produce hundreds of false positives if no
correction is applied.
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One approach is to control the family-wise error rate (FWER), which is the
probability of accumulating one or more false positive errors over a number of
statistical tests. The simplest FWER procedure is the Bonferroni correction but
more sophisticated approaches such as the permutation�based one�step method
or the Westfall and Young step-down adjustment have been developed. Dudoit
et al. ([23]) contains an excellent review of multiple testing applied to microarray
data analysis.

FWER criteria may be too restrictive because control of false positives im-
plies a considerable increase of false negatives. In practice, however, many
biologists seem willing to accept that some errors will occur, as long as this al-
lows �ndings to be made. For example a researcher might consider acceptable a
small proportion of errors (say 10%�20%) between her �ndings. In this case, the
researcher is expressing interest in controlling the false discovery rate (FDR),
which is the proportion of false positives among all the genes initially identi�ed
as being di�erentially expressed. Unlike a signi�cance�level which is determined
before looking at the data, FDR is a post�data measure of con�dence. It uses
information available in the data to estimate the proportion of false positive
results that have occurred. If one obtains a list of di�erentially expressed genes
where the FDR is controlled at, say, the 20%, one will expect that a 20% of
these genes will represent false positive results. This represents a less restrictive
approach than controlling the FWER.

The decision of controlling FDR or FWER depends on the goals of the
experiment. If the objective is �gene �shing� allowing a certain number of false
positives is reasonable and FDR is preferred. If instead one is working with a
shorter list which one wishes to verify if some speci�c genes are expressed, then
FWER is the appropriate criteria.

5.2.1 Volcano Plots

However one chooses to compute the signi�cance values (p-values) of the genes,
it is interesting to compare the size of the fold change to the statistical signif-
icance level. The �volcano plot� arrange genes along dimensions of biological
and statistical signi�cance. The �rst (horizontal) dimension is the fold change
between the two groups (on a log scale, so that up and down regulation ap-
pear symmetric), and the second (vertical) axis represents the p�value from the
moderated�test on a negative log scale, so smaller p�values appear higher up.
The �rst axis indicates biological impact of the change; the second indicates the
statistical evidence, or reliability of the change.

This allows the researcher to make judgements about the most promising
candidates for follow-up studies, by trading o� both these criteria by eye. With
a good interactive program, it is possible to attach names to genes that appear
promising.

Figure 21 shows a Volcano Plot for the "Celltypes" example.
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Figure 21: A volcano plot showing the candidates to most di�erentially ex-
pressed genes in the comparison LPS vs Medium in the Celltypes example

5.3 Class Discovery

Clustering, also known as class discovery, is the most popular method currently
used in the �rst step of gene expression matrix analysis to try to identify and
group together similarly expressed genes and then try to correlate the results to
biology.

The idea is that co�regulated and functionally related genes are probably
going to express (go up or down) simultaneously, so they can be grouped into
clusters. Also, clustering, much like Principal Components Analysis, reduces
the dimensionality of the system and by this, allows easier management of the
data set.

Clustering techniques can be applied to construct classi�cations of arrays
(experimental conditions), genes or both together. When they are applied to
cluster the genes they can help:

� to identify groups of co�regulated genes,

� to identify spatial or temporal expression patterns,

� to reduce redundancy in prediction models.

If they are used to cluster samples they will be useful:

� to identify new biological classes (i.e. new tumor classes),

� to detect experimental artifacts,

� or for display purposes.
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It is usual to cluster simultaneously the rows and columns of the expression
matrix (see �gure 22).

Figure 22: An example of simultaneous clustering of arrays (discovery of re-
lated types of tumours) and genes (discovery of co�regulated groups of genes).
Source:Alizadeh et al. [1]

5.3.1 Algorithms

We will give in this section some characteristics of standard clustering methods
in relation to microarray data analysis.

Hierarchical clustering has been mainly used to �nd a partition of the sam-
ples more than of the genes because there are much less samples than genes
so that, with genes, the resulting dendrogram is often di�cult to interpret.
Eisen [27] is the now classical reference on using hierarchichal clustering with
microarray data.

A popular display, related to this method, is a color image plot called
heatmap (see Gentleman et al. [30]) which consists of a rectangular array of
colored blocks, with the color of each block representing the expression level of
one gene on one array (see �gure ??). Typically, in a heatmap, shades of red are
used to represent degrees of increasing expression, and shades of green are use to
represent degrees of decreasing expression. This is however an arbitrary choice
and many other combinations of colors are possible. Each column of boxes rep-
resents an array and each row of boxes corresponds to a gene. Heatmaps display
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intensities, and can be used independently of clustering. However it is very com-
mon to perform a hierarchical clustering of samples and/or genes and to sort
the columns and/or rows according to the resulting dendrogram to emphasize
the presence of groups.

The k-means method (see Kaufman & Rosseeuw [38] is also very popular
although it has the disadvantage that it does require speci�cation of a number
of clusters and an initial partitioning, what makes the �nal results to be very
sensitive to these choices. In this case the researcher may try di�erent cluster
numbers (k) and then pick up the k number that �ts best the data. In addition,
the resulting groups may change between successive runs because of di�erent
initial clusters. K-means and hierarchical clustering share another problem,
which is more di�cult to overcome, that the produced clustering may be hard
to interpret: the order of the genes within a given cluster and the order in which
the clusters are plotted do not convey useful biological information. This implies
that clusters that are plotted near each other may be less similar than clusters
that are plotted far apart.

Other methods such as Partition Around Medoids (PAM) and (Self-Organizing
Maps(SOM) [20] have been applied successfully to microarray data. However
each of them has its own drawbacks, and for most users hierarchical clustering
keeps being the option of choice.

To end with this section we just mention one algorithm that has been specif-
ically designed for microarray data: the Hierarchical Ordered Partitioning and
Collapsing Hybrid (HOPACH) (Pollard and van der Laan [52] builds a hierar-
chical tree of clusters by recursively partitioning a data set, while ordering and
possibly collapsing clusters at each level. The algorithm uses the Mean/Median
Split Silhouette (MSS) criteria to identify the level of the tree with maximally
homogeneous clusters. Then it goes from up to down the hierarchical tree to
produce an ordered list of the elements. Finally a non-parametric bootstrap
allows one to estimate the probability that each element belongs to each cluster
(fuzzy clustering).

5.3.2 Number of clusters

There is an extensive literature on determining the number of clusters in multi-
variate data. A good review can be found in Milligan and Cooper [49]. Other
classical approaches are based on the Silhouette plot introduced by Rousseeuw
([56] or the Average Silhouete Width where Kaufman and Rousseeuw [38] ex-
tended the previous.

Some of these methods have been successfully applied to microarray data.
In other cases speci�c extensions have been developed to better suit their par-
ticularities:

� Yeung et al. [70] and Mc Lachlan et al. [48] proposed di�erent types of
model�based methods.

� Hastie et al. [34] introduced the GAP statistic as a measure of tightness
to guide cluster number selection.
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� Dudoit & Fridlyand, [21] proposed an algorithm called Clest wich uses re-
sampling to estimate the number of clusters based on prediction accuracy.
The method can be used with any partitioning algorithm and seems to be
better suited for clustering samples than for clustering genes.

5.3.3 Validation

When one performs a clustering of samples a dendrogram can give insights about
the similarity and relatedness among samples, but it does not indicate robustness
to variability associated with the sampling process. In order to draw valid
conclusions about the clustering structure present in the data, it is necessary to
investigate how variability a�ects the results of the cluster analysis.

Assessing cluster validity is specially important when clustering microarray
data. The fact that proteins are organized into pathways and the genes are
co�regulated suggests that the expression pro�les of a large set of genes are
expected to have structure. Thus there is a claim that there are real clusters
and they should be discovered.

The di�culty in cluster validation is that there is no initial classi�cation
against which the clustering results can be compared. One way to deal with
this problem is to examine the relationship between the clustering results and
external variables that have not been used previously although this approach is
not always possible. However, the partition can produce clusters that are not
explainable by this variables.

A common approach to assessing cluster validity is to use some form of
resampling such as the bootstrap method developed by Kerr and Churchill ([41]).
The Figure of Merit (FOM) (Yeung et al. ([70]), is another purely experimental
approach widely used in other contexts, which has been validated speci�cally
for microarray data. Other authors (Bolshakova et al. [10]) give alternative
methods to deal with the validation process but additional approaches are still
necessary.

5.3.4 The goals of clustering revisited

In this section we have discussed the use of class discovery methods in mi-
croarray data analysis. The discussion has been centered about the use of this
methodology to �nd groups of co�regulated genes or related samples.

When one thinks of grouping samples, one usually considers discovering
groups related with the process that's being analyzed, e.g. �nding that there
are distinct types of tumors in what seemed originally one single class.

It has to be noted that this type of discovery is mainly done on the set
of genes that have been proved to change in some sense (e.g. di�erentially
expressed genes).

However there is another important application of class discovery, which is
performed on all the genes, not only the ones that have been selected. One
can cluster the initial (normalized) dataset to discover patterns, probably due
to some systematic (block) e�ect. There can be multiple sources of systematic
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variation: production batch, technician, biological source (cell lines) etc. Clus-
tering samples with all the genes followed by an appropriate visualization can
help discovering the existence of these e�ects.

Figure 23 shows a heatmap performed, after a hierarchical clustering, where
the main grouping factor is the technician who prepared the arrays, and the
second one the cell line used to do the experiment.

Figure 23: Clustering can show the existence of a batch e�ect. In this case
this is due to di�erences between technicians (numbers 1,2 �rst position) whose
e�ect dominate over the di�erences between cell lines (numbers 1 to 4 second
position).

After detecting such unexpected e�ects it is possible to include them into
the model used for detecting di�erentially expressed genes so that they can be
estimated and eventually removed.

5.4 Class Prediction

5.4.1 Overview and goals

The goal of class prediction (in MDA as in most classi�cation problems) is
to develop a multivariate function for accurately predicting class membership
(phenotype) of a new individual. That is, if each object i is associated with
a class label (or response) Y ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} and a feature vector of predictor
variables of G measurements, X = (X1, . . . , XG), the goal is predicting Y from
X for a new unclassi�ed individual.
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From the biomedical point of view it is important to distinguish between class
prediction �assignment of a new sample to existing categories� and prognostic
prediction �predicting the progress of a patient's disease. An example of the
former can be assigning tumors to one of several prede�ned types as in was
done by Golub et al. [32] (see �gure 24, a) whereas an example of the later can
be building a predictor to determine which tumors may evolve in metastasis
after a certain period of time as studied by Van't Veer et al. [64] (see �gure
24,b).

Figure 24: Two examples to illustrate classi�cation problems in microarray data
analysis. (a) Class Prediction example: Assignment of tumor type to a new
tumor. From [32]. (b) Sources of Variability in Microarray Data

This section is organized as follows: First an enumeration of the main classi-
�cation methods with emphasis in their application to MDA is presented. After
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this the problem of feature selection is discussed and some ideas about measur-
ing the performance of a classi�er are given. The section ends considering some
speci�c issues of class prediction with expression data and reproducing some
`practical admonitions� for users developers and practitioners.

This section is heavily based on [18].

5.4.2 Class prediction Methods

The number of available classi�cation methods is very high, probably due to
the fact that it is a very general term that may embrace from a simple logistic
regression to a complex multi�categorical support vector machine.

One of the most popular methods between statisticians may be discriminant
analysis [16] which allows to classify binary or multiple outputs using a discrim-
inant function of continuous variables which under normality assumptions may
be obtained by maximum likelihood maximization of certain within to between
groups sums of squares. Two variants of discriminant analysis have proven to be
useful in MDA. One is Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis which provides
optimal discrimination when class densities have the same diagonal variance-
covariance matrix. Another is the the weighted voting algorithm introduced by
Golub et al. ([32]) which has become relatively popular and comes out to be a
variant of DLDA ([23])

K Nearest Neighbour methods have also been used, probably due to their
simplicity �the group of a test case is predicted as the majority vote among the
k nearest neighbors of this test case� and lack of assumptions. Also the fact that
the number of neighbors used (k) can be taken as �x (and low) or optimized by
cross-validation (as in Barrier et al. [6]).

Borrowed from the machine leranining �eld, rather than classical statistics
Support Vector Machines have also become very popular as class prediction
methods in microarrays. Support vector machines obtain the best separating
hyperplane between classes locating this hyperplane so that it has maximal
margin (i.e., so that there is maximal distance between the hyperplane and
the nearest point of any of the classes). Even when there is no separating
hyperplane SVMs can yield decent classi�ers by trying to maximize the margin
and allow some classi�cation errors subject to the constraint that the total error
(distance from the hyperplane in the �wrong side�) is less than a constant. The
�exibility and versatility of SVM has made them a very popular option between
practitioners, but its black�box side, as well as the fact that they are relatively
more di�cult to understand than simpler approaches has probably restrained
its extension.

There are many more methods available, from simple traditional ones, such
as logistic regression to more sophisticated modern methods such as Forest
Trees, not to talk of all the methods developed ad hoc for gene expression data
analysis, such as Prediction Analysis for Microarrays (PAM) or Gene Shaving.
Good reviews can be found in most microarray data analysis textbooks such as
Speed et al. ([61]) or Allison et al. ([3]).

Class prediction for microarrays, as is the case in other �elds has also made
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extensive use of aggregation methods, that is the combination of several predic-
tors to obtain improved classi�ers. Aggregation was �rst suggested by Breiman
([12]) who found that gains in accuracy could be obtained by aggregating pre-
dictors built from perturbed versions of the learning set. Bagging ([12]) and
Boosting ([29]) are two resampling�based aggregator methods that have been
applied with relative success to microarrays.

5.4.3 Comparison between methods

Given the number and diversity of available methods one of the �rst concerns
of a potential user of class prediction methods is which one should be used.

To help answer this question Dudoit et al. [22] made a comparison of several
popular classi�cation methods. Their main conclusion was that simple classi�ers
such as Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis (DLDA) and Nearest�Neighbor
(NN) performed remarkably well compared with more sophisticated ones, such
as aggregated classi�cation trees.

Won Lee et al. [66] extended the previous analysis including more methods
(up to 21) and more datasets (7). They reached similar conclusions than Dudoit
el al., although they found better performance for more complex methods.

In any case, and whatever the chosen method is, there is a good agreement
about the fact that the performance of most methods depends on the set of
genes used to build the classi�er. This is discussed in next section.

5.4.4 Feature selection

In order to build a predictor one must decide which variables to use. This is
not a trivial problem because this selection will guide all the process and the
results. If the number of variables is small it is not di�cult to choose among
them or simply use them all. But having thousands of variables to select from
makes it a challenging task.

Some methods, such as SVM, DLDA or KNN can use as many features as
desired. Other methods, such as logistic, Cox or multiple regression cannot,
mainly due to the curse of dimensionality, p >> n, that is the fact that the
number of variables (=features=genes) (p) is much greater than the number of
samples (n). In any case the use of some procedure for pre�selecting genes is
considered to bene�t the performance of the predictor.

One �rst, naif, approach is to rely on those genes that have been called
di�erentially expressed in a previous analysis. This is an intuitive way to proceed
but poses a serious drawback: any type of correlation between genes is ignored,
which may lead to missing important aspects relevant for the prediction.

The situation described above has been known by the machine learning com-
munity for a long time and a great number of methods have been developed to
accomplish this goal. These Feature Selection Algorithms can be grouped de-
pending on the selection strategy applied (�lter or wrapper) or on the way the
features are evaluated (individual ranking or subset evaluation).
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� Filter models rely on general characteristics of the data to evaluate and
select gene subsets. For example selecting the top most di�erentially ex-
pressed genes using an ANOVA model is a common �ltering strategy.

� Wrapper models require one predetermined mining algorithm and use its
performance as the evaluation criterion. They search for features better
suited to the mining algorithm, aiming to improve mining performance
and they are more computationally expensive than �lter models.

� Feature ranking (FR), assesses individual features and assigns them weights
according to their degrees of relevance.

� Feature subset selection (FSS) evaluates the goodness of each found fea-
ture subset. (Unusually, some search strategies in combination with subset
evaluation can provide a ranked list).

Detailed description of these methods is out of the scope of this work but a good
review can be found in [44].

Diaz�Uriarte [19] suggests a method for variable selection based on random
forests. which not only highlights the possibilities of this approach but also
emphasizes the possibly di�erent goals of features selection: either obtaining a �
perhaps big� set of genes related to the outcome of interest or a �probably small�
set of discriminative genes useful for diagnostic purposes in medical resarch.

5.4.5 Assessment of the classi�er's performance

A predictor can always be built from a data set. The important thing in practice
is to obtain a good one, (if the �best� predictor is unreachable). In order to
establish how good a predictor is one must account for its discriminability, that
is, how well it predicts unseen data, as well as the reliability or robustness of
the predictions.

In practice many users rely on some form of error rate to assess the pre-
dictor's discriminability, that is on the percentage of bad/good classi�cations
obtained by the predictor.

Any classi�cation rule has to be evaluated for its performance on the future
samples. However it is almost never the case in microarray studies that an
independent set of samples is available at the time of initial classi�er-building
phase. This means that one needs to estimate future performance based on
what is available: often the same set that is used to build the classi�er.

This is in strict contradiction with one well known principle of supervised
methodstheÂ¡at is the data used for evaluating the classi�er must be distinct
from the data used for selecting the genes and building the predictor. Ignoring
this principle may lead to various forms of bias which cause overoptimistic if
not simply wrong predictors.

The recomendation of most experts such as Simon et al. ([59]) is to integrate
in the process of predictor building as many cross-validation steps as needed so
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that any potential bias is avoided. In practice it may mean not only cross�
validating the error estimating process but also the initial steps of selecting
genes for the predictor.

Figures 25 and 26 inspired in those in Dupuy et al. ([25]) illustrate two
standard approaches to avoid biases when building a classi�er.

Figure 25: )

Even if the classi�er is built in order to avoid possible biases it is generally
considered (Dupuy and Simon [25]) that prediction accuracy with its statistical
signi�cance alone is insu�cient if one is to obtain a complete picture of the
classi�er's predictive ability and its potential clinical utility. These authors
recommend always to present the number of true and false positives and true
and false negatives, allowing the calculation of sensitivity and speci�city or
positive and negative apparent predictive values, or if possibly providing ROC
curves as the appropriate guide for performance of a classi�er.

5.5 Pathway Analysis

A typical microarray experiment is one who looks for genes di�erentially ex-
pressed between two or more conditions. That is, genes which behave di�er-
ently in one condition (for instance healthy [or untreated or wild-type] cells)
than in another (for instance tumor [or treated or mutant] cells). Such an ex-
periment will result very often in long lists of genes which have been selected
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Figure 26: )

using some criteria (think for instance of a moderated t�test followed by p�value
adjustment) to assign them statistical signi�cance.

With such a list in hand the researcher can move into several, not necessarily
excluding, directions. We brie�y discuss two of them which are related with
the work presented here: (i) Biological interpretation and (ii) Comparison of
experiments.

5.5.1 Biological interpretation

A common approach to biological interpretation is to re�process the list trying
to relate the genes it contains with one or more functional annotation databases
such as the Gene Ontology (GO), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) or others. There are many methods and models to do this (see Draghici
et al., [42] or Mosquera and Sánchez�Pla, [50, 57]) and we brie�y discuss the
basic structure of two of the most commonly used: Gene Enrichment Analysis
and Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Gene Enrichment Analysis (GE) aims at es-
tablishing if a given category, representing for example a biological process (GO)
or a pathway (KEGG), appears more (�enriched�) or less (�impoverished�) often
in the list of selected genes than in the (gene) population from where they have
been obtained, i.e., the array, the genome, or simply the genes which were se-
lected for testing. The signi�cance of this potential enrichment/impoverishment
is established using a hypergeometric test. The Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
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(GSEA) method di�ers from the previous in that it requires, besides the list of
genes, a numerical variable to rank them, usually the p�value of a test for di�er-
ential expression. Starting from the ranked list a cumulative (enrichment) score
based on the presence or absence of each gene in a selected category or `gene set�
is computed. A Kolmogorov�Smirnov test is used to compare the distribution
of the scores in the category with the empirical distribution of the numerical
variable in the gene list in order to decide if the gene set is over�represented
at the top or bottom of the gene list. In spite of the di�erences between GE
and GSEA they also share some traits. One of them is the fact that the tests
are performed one category �or one gene set� at a time, followed by a multiple
testing adjustment.

5.5.2 Comparison and metaanalysis of microarray experiments

Comparison between microarray experiments is another topic which is receiving
increasing attention along with the availability of similar or complementary
studies which one may be interested in comparing or combining. In spite of
a higher heterogeneity in methods for comparison than in those for biological
interpretation one can distinguish di�erent approaches, sketched below. Kupin
[43], contains some re�ections on di�erent possibilities for comparing microarray
experiments.

Some methods for comparing microarrays use the raw data or the lists of
selected genes as the basis for quantitative comparison. They rely on some
form of statistical reasoning such as similarity scores based on the number of
overlapping genes in the top ranks of the lists [68, 47] or the average squared
correlation between gene pairs in the data set [58].

Other methods focus on the combination of the experiments more than in
their comparison. These can be grouped under the generical term of microarray
meta-analysis, [54] although the term meta�analysis is used in this context more
liberally than in its standard de�nition [14].

Last, there are methods that perform functional comparison, that is they
base the comparison on functional annotations (e.g. GO categories) associated
with the genes in the lists. This is the case of the eGon tool, [7] which implements
the tests developed by Günther et al. [33].

6 Microarray Bioinformatics

The growth in the use of microarrays experienced in the last decade has been
parallelled by the necessary developments in methodology �new methods to
model and analyze the data were often required� and bioinformatics �new tools
were necessary to implement the methods as well as to store, to access or to
organize the increasing bulk of available data. This takes us to consider two
important aspects very related with microarray data analysis:

1. Which software is there available to analyze microarray data?
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2. Which database systems are there available to store and manage microar-
ray data either at the local or at the global level?

This topic can be considered complementary but necessary to implement the
points discussed in the paper so that a brief presentation of existing software
and database systems will be presented below.

6.1 Software for microarray data analysis

Assume that a statistician wants to get involved in analyzing microarray data
and after some reading she understands what is to be done. An obvious question
is �which tool should I use�? As most professionals in the �eld she is familiar
with several packages and probably has some preferences

After some google searching it becomes obvious that there are several pos-
sibilities

� To use standard statistical packages �SPSS or SAS� and analyze data
whch must have been preprocessed and exported to text�delimited �les

� To use one of the many freely available tools, either web or locally based.

� To rely on extensions speci�c for for microarray data analysis such as the
Bioconductor Project.

� To buy one of the existing commercial programs.

As usual every option has positive and negative aspects. Using standard
statistical packages �SPSS or SAS� has the shortest learning curve, but does
not allow to make most of the pre�processing steps such as normalization or
summarization, so it must be combined with other software. Besides, if one
wishes to do an ANOVA or a K�means they are �ne, but if what one wants to
do is to apply speci�c methods such as SAM or local�FDR adjustments they
will quickly prove unsu�cient. Some Statistical packages such as S+ or SAS have
developed powerful extensions for microarray data analysis

6.1.1 Open source software

�Free tools cost no money�, but it is less clear that they cost no time. There
are dozens of freely available tools, either web or locally based (see http:

//www.nslij-genetics.org/microarray/soft.html) for a classi�cation. The
problem however is that they are completely unstandardized so that learning
one does not usually help in learning next and, as freee tools, they can present a
higher rate of errors than desired. It is often the case that these tools are useful
for �toy analysis� or for teaching but if one wishes to use them for repeatedly
performing studies of mid to high complexity most of them prove to be unsu�-
cient, either because they lack methods, they are une�cient or simply because
they do not have programming capabilities to automate repetitive tasks.
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In spite of these criticisms free programs may be a soft way to introduce
oneself to microarray data analysis. To guide an unexperienced user we make a
short, biased, comment of some of our favourite free tools.

� BRB array tools is an Excel add-ins which combines R, C and Java to do
the calculations and uses Excel to interface with the user �which means
it is only available for windows users. It is provided by The Biometrics
Research Branch of the National Cancer Institute (USA). it is comple-
mented with complete tutorials and a a database of real studies prepared
to be used with it. It happens to be very attractive at �rst sight specially
when used with its own examples. However creating a new analysis from
the beginning is not an easy task and what is worst it tends to crash in
a hard�to�recover manner with criptic Visual Basic messages, specially if
used in computers with non-english versions of windows.

� TM4 is a suite of four free programs written in Java and running in Linux
and Windows systems developed by the TIGR (now J.Craig Venter) insti-
tute. Albeit a little old and relatively biased towards two�colour arrays,
for which it was originally developed, it is very robust (crashes much less
than BRB) and o�ers not only analysis capabilities (MeV) but also image
analysis (Spotfinder), separate normalization (MIDAS) and a database
system (MADAM) to store experiments.

� One serious drawback of the previous tools is their historical bias towards
two-colour microarrays which implies that they miss (as of beginning 2008)
important preprocessing methods such as RMA. A good �easy to use� alter-
native for the �rst steps of quality check and preprocessing of a�ymetrix
chips is o�ered by the Company. Its is called Expression Console and can
be downloaded from A�ymetrix Web site after free registration.

� The http://gepas.bioinfo.cipf.es/ is an integrated packages of tools for mi-
croarray data analysis available over the web. GEPAS has been designed
to provide an intuitive web-based interface that o�ers diverse analysis op-
tions from the early step of preprocessing (normalization of A�ymetrix and
two-colour microarray experiments and other preprocessing options), to
the �nal step of the functional pro�ling of the experiment (using Gene On-
tology, pathways, PubMed abstracts etc.), which include di�erent possibil-
ities for clustering, gene selection, class prediction and array-comparative
genomic hybridization management. Figure 27 shows in a graphical man-
ner a map of GEPAS functionalities as a subway line.

6.1.2 The Bioconductor Project

One of the options for data analysis mentioned above is to combine some stan-
dard software such as Matlab, Mathematica or R with speci�c libraries designed
for microarray analysis. Although some extensions exist for Matlab (see eg
http://ihome.cuhk.edu.hk/~b400559/arraysoft_matlab_mfiles.html) it's
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Figure 27: A map of GEPAS functionalities organized as in a subway line. A
user should usually start somewhere in the left of the map and end somewhere
in the right

with R that this complementarity has reached unexpected dimension. The Bio-
conductor Project (http://www.Bioconductor.org) started in 2001 as an open
source and open development software project for the analysis and comprehen-
sion of genomic data. Its great success has made it grow from hardly more
than a dozen packages to hundreds of them. Almost every technique available
in microarray analysis has its own package, and there are often several of them.

The great power of this project also entails some of its drawbacks: First,
being an open source project means that developers contribute their programs
�as is�. Although there are checking systems to avoid non�running code, it is
harder to guarantee (apart of the honestity of the developers) that it runs as
indicated. The power of Bioconductor is also based on the �exibility of the R
language. It is very hard for users who are non�pro�cient in Rto make e�cient
use of these libraries.

In spite of these apparent di�culties Bioconductor is the chosen tool for
many statisticians and the main reason is that, when one has been able to feel
confortable using it, its power is hard to equate. The programming facilities of
R, malke it possible to automate analysis as well as report generation, making
it the option of choice when repetitive tyasks have to be performed.

6.1.3 Proprietary software

There are many commercial tools available for microarray data analysis. These
range from small programs speci�c of one data type to big software suites, such
as Partek Genomics Suite which is a complete solution optimized for e�cient
and fast computations as well as for most existing genomic data. Commercial
microarray software has the traditional pros and cons of any commercial soft-
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ware: It may be good, but it is expensive and it may not be �exible enoughfor
the expert user who wishes to introduce its own methods in the analysis

6.2 Microarray databases

The diversity of microarray formats and types of experiments has made it dif-
�cult that a any database format has imposed and no database system has
emerged as the �gold�standard�.

Indeed there as been some agreement on the minimum information about a
microarray experiment that needs to be stored (the MIAME standard (http:
//www.mged.org/Workgroups/MIAME/miame.html) is an acronym for this), but
as if it were a political topic the agreement has been so short that it is more
symbolic than useful.

One can distinguish two levels at which databases systems have been devel-
oped.

1. Local database systems The analysis of microarray data goes through a se-
ries of steps where di�erent types of data, images, binaries, text �les have
to be processsed. It requires to have them stored in an easily�accessible
way. Some systems such as BASE (http://base.thep.lu.se/) or caAr-
ray (http://caarray.nci.nih.gov/) are powerful solutions for storing
data and experiments but their use is far from being so extended as that
of analysis software tools.

2. Public array repositories The biological community has agreed, from the
beginning of microarrays, that data from published experiments should
be made publicly available. This has created the need for public mi-
croarray repositories where any user could store their data in a suit-
able form. At the same time it has made an impressive quantity of
data available for re-analysis by anyone who wishes to do it, o�ering
an unparalleled wealth of opportunities whose power is just starting to
show. A list of public data collections is available at http://www.nslij-
genetics.org/microarray/data.html

7 Extensions And Perspectives

This article has been centered, around the most popular type of microarrays:
DNA expression microarrays, that is, tools designed to study gene expression
based on information about the quantity of DNA being transcribed as RNA.

The availability of genome technologies has allowed to develop other types of
microarrays. By �other� one may mean microarrays that rely on DNA to study
other problems than expression or microarrays which rely on other substances
such as protein or carbohydrates. A full description of each type, its use, goals
and data analysis is absolutely out of the scope of this work. However to give
an example of similarities and di�erences between expression microarrays and
related technologies we make give a brief review of the problems that require of
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these alternative technologies and give a brief description of one of them: SNP
arrays.

7.1 Di�erent microarrays to answer di�erent questions

One of the main focus of functional genomics is towards the understanding and
cure of disease. It is known that many genetic alterations underlie abnormalities
and/or diseases. For example:

� �Point� mutations �change of one or a few bases� may lead to altered
protein or change in expression level.

� Loss of gene copies may reduce expression level. These changes are related
to tumor suppression.

� Gain of gene copies may increase expression level and they are with related
oncogene activation.

� Methylation or de�methylation of gene promoters may respectively de-
crease or increase expression level. These are also related to oncogene
tumor suppressors.

� Breaking and abnormal rejoining of DNA makes novel genes.

Di�erent types of microarrays are tailored to study the manifestations and
e�ects of these alterations. The points raised above may be studied with (i)
genotyping or SNP (spell �sneep�) and (ii) comparative genome hybridization
or CGH DNA microarrays and others such as Methylation, Promoter or Tiling
arrays.

7.1.1 Genotyping or SNP arrays

Single Nucleotide Polymorphism are a form of point mutation consisting in vari-
ations in single base pairs that are randomly dispersed throughout the genome.
Thousands of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms have been -and continue being�
identi�ed as part of Genome Sequencing projects. SNPs have been highly con-
served throughout evolution and within a population. Due to this conservation
the map of SNPs serves as an excellent genotypic marker for research.

SNP arrays are a type of DNA chips used to detect polymorphism inside
populations. They work under the same basic principles as expression arrays
but each probe is designed to detect the di�erent variations of single nucleotide
polymorphisms for each known SNP.

Figure 28 depicts in a simpli�ed manner how to use SNP arrays to detect
polymorphism.

SNP arrays have many applications. Between them one may highlight:

� Family-based linkage studies DNA from family members a�ected with
a particular condition may be compared with DNA from members of the
same family who do not have the condition. These studies, allow to iden-
tify genetic di�erences which may be associated with the condition.
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Figure 28: Simpli�ed explanation of the use of SNP arrays to detect Single
Nucleotide Polymorphisms
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� Population-based association studies consist of determining di�er-
ences in SNP frequencies in a�ected and una�ected individuals in a pop-
ulation. The aim is to identify particular SNPs or SNP combinations
which di�er between the two groups and are therefore associated with the
disease. These studies require a large numbers of samples to adequately
represent the population. This is one of the best�known application of
SNPs arrays which illustrates how they can halp in the identi�cation of
genes related to complex disorders.

� Copy number changes SNPs can be used as tags for regions of copy
number variability A copy number variant (CNV) is �a DNA segment that
is 1kb or larger and is present at variable copy number in comparison with
a reference genome�. Identi�cation of copy number changes is useful for
detecting both chromosomal aberrations and copy number neutral loss of
heterozygosity (LOH), events which are characteristic of many types of
cancer.

7.2 Non-DNA microarrays

There is a wide consensus about the fact that information obtained from DNA
microarrays is not enough to reach a complete understanding of cellular pro-
cesses most of which are controlled by proteins which often interact with other
molecules such as carbohydrates often involved in important biological mecha-
nisms such as host�pathogen interaction, development or in�ammation. Protein
(i) and Carbohydrate (ii) microarrays are two examples of extension of using
these tools for high throughput analysis of di�erent types of molecules. Tissue
microarrays (iii) are a di�erent type of extension where the substract is not
di�erent variants of a single type of molecule but of a type of tissues.

8 Discussion and Conclusions

This article has presented the technology of DNA expression microarrays and
has discussed how to analyze the data it generates. Microarray data analysis
has a short history of hardly more than 10 years. But the fast technological
development has allowed that, after a start�up period where microarrays were
unreliable, expensive devices, they became more precise and a�ordable. In par-
allel to this process, studies have turned from using few or even one sample
per condition, to using more reasonable designs, with a bigger number of repli-
cates. This o�ered a golden opportunity for statistics and statisticians to enter
massively in this �eld.

It is interesting to notice that the �eld of microarray is one of these few with
the particularity that almost all statistical techniques may be used at some point
of an analysis. A �rst obvious consequence is that people working in microarray
data analysis need a high, or a wide, statistical background (for example a
statistician).
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Many aspects of �classical� statistics �experimental design, multivariate analysis�
can be directly applied to microarray studies. In other cases �when the sample
size is small or classical assumptions do not hold� techniques developed espe-
cially for these data types are preferable.

This highlights the feedback that has appeared between statistics and bioin-
formatics whose problems have raised opportunities to develop new statistical
methodologies. It is not unusual, as of year 2008, to see that a statistics journal
�such as Biometrics, JASA or Biostatistics� has a high percentage of articles
devoted to these types of problems. Also, high impact journals such as Bioin-
formatics (ranked the number one between Statistics journals) have become a
common place to �try to� publish for statisticians.

We can note that the relation between microarray data analysis and statis-
tics has reached a maturity where the need for or the relevance of statistics is
not discussed. One can even dare to say that this part has become �classic�,
and now statisticians integrated in interdisciplinary teams are already looking
at new problems and new data types generated by modern molecular biology.
Discussing them is out of the scope of this paper, but to say just a few things
some of the challenges posed deal with the integration of di�erent data types and
di�erent studies as a part of more general approach to understanding biological
systems (�systems biology�).

8.1 Concluding remarks

The previous discussion suggests the existence of a strong relation and coopera-
tion between statisticians and life-scientists. This may be true in some countries,
but in many others it is far from being the current situation.

There is a real need for statisticians who want to become involved in this
�eld. There are many open problems and opportunities, not only to publish but
also to �nd jobs.

To activate this process the implication of all actors is necessary: Research
institutes must ask for statisticians in their job o�ers, without confusing them
with bioinformaticians, who have a complementary but di�erent role. Universi-
ties must o�er a modern training integrating bioinformatics and biostatistics in
mixed curricula. Last scienti�c societies also play a role. They should promote
discussion within and between them so that what constitutes a real opportunity
is not lost.
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